Abstract: In this article we consider the problem of choosing an optimal sampling scheme for the regression problem simultaneously with that of model selection. We consider a batch type approach and an on-line approach following algorithms recently developed for the classification problem. Our main tools are concentration-type inequalities which allow us to bound the supremum of the deviations of the sampling scheme corrected by an appropriate weight function.
Introduction
Consider the following regression model y(t i ) = x 0 (t i ) + ε i ,
where the observation noise ε i are i.i.d. realizations of a certain random variable ε. The problem we consider in this article is that of estimating x 0 based on a subsample of size N << n of the data collection (t 1 , y 1 ), . . . , (t n , y n ).
This occurs when, for example, obtaining the values of y i for each sample point t i is expensive or time consuming or because it is necessary to set up an experimental design based on previous data. Letx N be the chosen estimator. Intuitively we would like that
wherex n is the "best" possible estimator in some sense over the whole data collection, with N small. That is, a good sample selection requires searching for the most informative, in some sense, part of the sample. In this article we propose a statistical regularization approach for selecting a good subsample of the data by introducing a weighted sampling scheme (importance weighting) and an appropriate penalty function over the sampling choices. This will be done by fixing a spanning family {φ j } j and considering the best approximation x m of x 0 over {φ j } m j=1 . In this way the problem of model selection and choosing a good sampling set can be considered simultaneously. This is what is known as active learning. We will consider two approaches. The first, the batch approach [10] , assumes the sampling set is chosen all at once, based on the minimization of a certain penalized loss function which can then be generalized to consider the problem of selecting the model as well. The second, the iterative approach [2] , considers a two step iterative method choosing alternatively the best new point to be sampled and the best model given the set of points. In both cases, based on concentration-type inequalities we will show that the estimation schemes attain optimal rates while reducing the size of the sample. Although variance minimization techniques for choosing appropriate subsamples is a well used tool in practice, giving adequate bounds in probability allowing for active learning which leads to optimal rates has been much less studied in the regression setting.
The article is organized as follows. In section 2 we formulate the basic problem and study a batch approach for simultaneous sample and model selection. In section 3 we study an iterative approach to sample selection and we discuss effective sample size reduction. Section 4 is devoted to the proof of the more technical results.
Preliminaries

Formulation of the problem and basic assumptions
We are interested in recovering a certain approximation of x 0 based on observations y i = x 0 (t i ) + ε i , i = 1, . . . , n where ε i are i.i.d. realizations of a random variable ε satisfying the moment condition MC Assume the r.v. ε satisfies IEε = 0, IE(|ε| k /σ k ) ≤ k!/2 for all k > 2 and IE(ε 2 ) = σ 2 .
We also need some notation concerning the fixed design, t i , i = 1, . . . , n. Let δ ti (t) = 1, if t = t i ; 0, if not.
Define the empirical measure:
δ ti , the associated empirical norm
and the empirical scalar product
u(t i )y(t i ).
With the above notation, given any positive function r, we also introduce the r-scalar product < y, u > n,r = 1 n n i=1 r(t i )u(t i )y(t i ) and y n,r the associated empirical norm.
Discretization scheme
To start with we will consider the approximation of x 0 over a finite-dimensional subspace S m . This subspace will be assumed to be linearly spanned by the set {φ j } j∈Im ⊂ {φ j } j≥1 , with I m a certain index set.
We assume there exists a certain density q such that AQ There exists a positive constant Q such that q(t i ) ≤ Q, i = 1, . . . , n and
We will also require the following assumption.
AB There exists an increasing sequence c m such that φ j ∞ ≤ c m for j ≤ m.
where D q is the diagonal matrix with entries q(t i ), for i = 1, . . . , n.
We will assume the following approximation property for S m AS There exist positive constants α and c 1 < c 2 , such that
where for any matrix A, A ρ stands for the usual spectral norm of A in the L 2 norm. We will denote byx m ∈ S m the function that minimizes the weighted norm x − y 2 n,q over S m . This is,x m = arg min
the orthogonal projector over S m in the q-empirical norm · n,q . Let x m := R m x 0 be the projection of x 0 over S m in the q-empirical norm · n,q . Our goal is to choose a good subsample of the data collection such that the estimator of the unobservable function x 0 in the finite-dimensional subspace S m , based on this subsample, attains optimal error bounds. For this we must introduce the notion of subsampling scheme and importance weighted approaches (see [2] , [10] ), which we discuss below.
Sampling scheme and importance weighting algorithm
In order to sample the data set we will introduce a sampling probability p(t) and a sequence of Bernoulli(p(t i )) random variables w i , i = 1, . . . , n independent of ε i with p(t i ) > p min . Let D w,q,p be the diagonal matrix with entries q(t i )w i /p(t i ). So that E (D w,q,p ) = D q . Sometimes it will be more convenient to rewrite w i = 1 ui<pi for {u i } i and i.i.d. sample of uniform random variables, independent of {ε i } i in order to stress the dependence on p of the random variables w i . The next step is to construct an estimator for x m = R m x 0 , based on the observation vector y and the sampling scheme p. For this, we consider a modified version of the estimatorx m = R m y.
As the approximation of x m , we then take (for a fixed m and p)
for
,p the orthogonal projector over S m in the wq/pempirical norm · n,wq/p . Note that this estimator depends on y i only if w(t i ) = 1.
Choosing a good sampling scheme (for a fixed model)
Here, we will assume that S m is fixed with dimension |I m | = m. In this case we will assume that the bias x 0 − x m 2 n,q , which is independent of p, is known up to a constant (for example based on approximation errors over a fixed model space) and study rather the approximation error x m −x m,p 2 n,q . The latter depends on how the sampling probability p is chosen.
n , k ≥ 1} be a numerable collection of [0, 1] valued functions. We will assume that min k min i P k (t i ) > p min .
A good sampling scheme p, based on the data, should be the minimizer of the non observable quantity x m −x m,p 2 n,q . To overcome this difficulty, we observe that since R m,p x m = x m , then
Consider the deterministic term
. Whence, any minimizer should essentially account for the biggest possible values, with high probability, of the second and third terms. It is thus reasonable, to consider the best p as the minimizer
where, for a given 0 < γ < 1,
with pen 1 and pen 2 , which will be defined below, such that
The last two inequalities will be examined separately in Lemma 2.4.1 and Lemma 2.4.3. These Lemmas together with Lemma 2.4.5 and the definition of the penalization terms assure that the proposed estimation procedure is not only consistent but that it achieves optimal rates.
For each p ∈ P, let k(p) be its corresponding index and define
with
and finally,
with r > 1, (5) . Then for all δ > 0 we have
Proof. We will achieve the proof by bounding
For this we shall consider a double application of a straightforward generalization of Theorem 7.3 in [8] , whose proof is given in the Appendix.
We have the following bounds: Then for any r ≥ 2, E 1/r r ≤ τ Σ r,m,n .
• Let δ < 1/2, then the following bound in probability holds true for u ≥ √ 2
or equivalently with probability at least 1 − δ
With this lemma we continue the proof of Lemma 2.4. 
In what follows set k = k(p) and let δ ′ k = δ/(2k(k + 1)). A first application of Lemma 2.4.2 then yields
with probability greater 1 − δ ′ k . Here, the choice of δ ′ k is required in order to account for the supremum over the collection of possible sampling schemes.
It then follows using a classical Neumann series expansion that with probability greater than
where
pqw and note that the projection matrix (8) we have
On the other hand, because R m,p is a projection matrix, R m,p ρ = 1 and we have
so that ΛẼ t m,p ≤ 1. Then Lemma 2.4.2 yields the stated result by the choice of the penalization pen 1 (m, p, δ) and taking a union bound over p ∈ P.
Lemma 2.4.3. Assume the observation noise in equation (1) is an i.i.d. collection of random variables satisfying the moment condition [MC] . Assume that the condition [AQ] is satisfied and assume that there is a constant p min > 0 such that p(t i ) > p min for all i = 1, . . . , n. Assume pen 2 to be selected according to (7) 
Proof. For a given positive function f , recall u
, where D f is the diagonal matrix with entries f i .
On the order hand, note that
q , ε). The proof then follows directly from the next lemma, whose proof is contained in [7] .
Then, for r > 1, u > 0 and L > 0 there exists a positive constant d that depends on r such that the following inequality holds
To apply Lemma 2.4.4, we have study the terms of the trace and spectral radius of the matrix
q . But, as R m,p is a projection operator then T r(Γ) ≤ Qm and the spectral radius ρ(Γ) ≤ Q.
Thus, we have
which yields the desired result.
The next lemma control the bias term.
Whence, for big enough r, since m = o(n) and p T ρ = B * B T ρ , so that for any given matrix M , 
where, for the line before last we have used E (B) ρ ≤ E ( B ρ ) for any given matrix B, and the last line follows from the above discussion. 
with pen 1 and pen 2 defined in (5) and (7) for 0 < γ < 1. Then the following inequality holds with probability greater than 1 − δ
Proof. For any p ∈ P,
where pen(m, p, δ, γ, n) = (1+γ) pen 1 (m, p, δ)+(1+1/γ) pen 2 (m, p, δ) with pen 1 and pen 2 defined in (5) and (7).
On the other hand, recall that (see equation (3)),
Since for any 0 < γ < 1, 2ab ≤ γa 2 + 1/γb 2 holds for all a, b ∈ IR, following standard arguments we have
Thus,
Finally, as follows from Lemma 2.4.1 and 2.4.3, with probability greater than 1 − δ, we have the stated result.
Model selection and active learning
Given a model and n observations {x i , y i } n i=1 we know how to estimate the best sampling schemê p and to obtain the estimatorx m,p . The problem is that the model m might not be a good one. Instead of just looking at fixed m we would like to consider simultaneous model selection as in [10] . For this we shall pursue a more global approach based on loss functions.
We start by introducing some notation. Set l(u, v) = (u − v) 2 the squared loss and let
, y i ) be the empirical loss function for the quadratic difference with the given sampling distribution. Set L(x) := E (L n (x, y, p)) with the expectation taken over all the random variables involved. Let L n (x, p) := E ε (L n (y, x, p)) where E ε () stands for the conditional expectation given the sample w, that is the expectation with respect to the random noise. It is not hard to see that
and
Recall thatx m,p = R m,p y is the minimizer of L n (x, y, p) over each S m for given p and that x m = R m x 0 is the minimizer of L(x) over S m . Our problem is then to find the best approximation of the target x 0 over the function space S 0 := m∈I S m . In the notation of section 2.2 we assume for each m that S m is a bounded subset of the linearly spanned space of the collection {φ
Recalling P k ∈ P stands for the set of candidate sampling probabilities, set p k,min = min i (P k,i ). Define
and finally
where L m,k ≥ 0 is a sequence such that m,k e − √ drL m,k (dm+1) < 1 holds. We remark that the change from δ to δ/(d m (d m + 1)) in pen 0 and pen 1 is required in order to account for the supremum over the collection of possible model spaces S m .
Also, we remark that introducing simultaneous model and sample selection results in the inclusion of term pen 0 ∼ C 2 /p k,min * 1/n which includes an L ∞ type bound instead of an L 2 type norm which may yield non optimal bounds. Dealing more efficiently with this term would require knowing the (unobservable) bias term x 0 − x m n,q . A reasonable strategy is selecting p k,min = p k,min (m) ≥ x 0 − x m n,q whenever this information is available. In practice, p k,min can be estimated for each model m using a previously estimated empirical error over a subsample if this is possible. However this yields a conservative choice of the bound. One way to avoid this inconvenience is to consider iterative procedures, which update on the unobservable bias term. This course of action shall be pursued in section 3.
With these definitions, for a given 0 < γ < 1 set
and define L n,1 (x, y, p) = L n (x, y, p) + pen(m, p, δ, γ, n).
The appropriate choice of an optimal sampling scheme simultaneously with that of model selection is a difficult problem. We would like to choose simultaneously m and p, based on the data in such a way that optimal rates are maintained. We propose for this a penalized version ofx m,p , defined as follows.
We start by choosing, for each m, the best sampling schemê
computable before observing the output values {y i } n i=1 , and then calculate the estimatorx m,p(m) = R m,p(m) y which was defined in (2) .
Finally, choose the best model aŝ
The penalized estimator is thenxm :=xm ,p(m) . It is important to remark that for each model m,p(m) is independent of y and hence of the random observation error structure. The following result assures the consistency of the proposed estimation procedure, although the obtained rates are not optimal as observed at the beginning of this section.
Theorem 2.5.1. With probability greater than 1 − δ, we have
Proof. The proof follows from Lemma 2.5.2 below
In order to state Lemma 2.5.2 we introduce for any given p and x ∈ S m , x ′ ∈ S m ′ ,the quantities
We then have. Assume pen 0 , pen 1 and pen 2 to be selected according to (9) , (10) and (11) respectively. Let x ∈ S m and x ′ ∈ S m ′ . Then
Proof. In order to simplify notation throughout the proof of the lemma we use p instead of P k . The first part of Lemma 2.5.2 is rather standard, the only care being taking into account the random norm. For any x ∈ S m and x ′ ∈ S m ′ we have
where we have used R m,p ε n,qw/p = sup v n,qw/p =1 1 n n i=1 q i wi pi ε i v i and the inequality 2ab ≤ γa 2 + 1/γb 2 to obtain the stated result. Hence,
by Lemma 2.4.4 and the choice of the penalization pen 2 in (11), recalling R m,p is a projection matrix. The term ∆ 2 requires a little more work. To begin with, for any x ∈ S m , write L n (x, p) := x − x 0 2 n,qw/p and L(x) := x − x 0 2 n,q . Recall that, for a given m,x m,p − x 0 = R m,p (x 0 − x m ) + (x m − x 0 ) + R m,p ε. To deal with this term, we must consider all the terms in the square of this expression. Thus,
Start with I a . Write
Note that
Whence from the choice of pen 1 , using Lemma 2.4.1 and summing over m we obtain
We then use Lemma 2.4.5 to bound (E (R m,p ) − R m )[x 0 − x m ] n,q = (c + 1)n −1−α e m /p min and achieve the bound of the term I a .
For the term I b we start by remarking that
by orthogonality. The term
and the proof follows as for I a . For I c , the proof follows from Lemma 2.5.3 below,
For I d , Lemma 2.4.4 implies that
The term I e follows exactly as for ∆ 1 . Finally, as for I b , by orthogonality we only have to bound the term is satisfied and that p k (t i ) > P k,min for all i = 1, . . . , n. Assume pen 0 to be selected according to (9) . Then,
Proof. Note that
Let p * attain the supremum of this expression, so that
Since x − x 0 is not random and is uniformly bounded
Whence from the choice of pen 0 in (9), using the bounded differences inequality ( [4] ). Thus, we have
, which yields the desired result.
Error bounds for the general bounded case
The above procedure can be extended to other frameworks, defined by minimization over S 0 = S m of a given loss function , y) ). In order to repeat the proof of section 2.5 it is necessary to control both the fluctuations of
The first term typically requires setting bounds for
Assuming l(x, y) is uniformly bounded by a constant B 2 (which is not the case for the example presented in section 2.5) standard arguments (see for example [4] for a very thorough discussion), combining the bounded differences inequality and bounds for Radamacher sums lead to
,
where σ i is a sequence of independent (Radamacher) random variables, P (σ = −1) = P (σ = 1) = 1/2 and independent of y i . The above discussion yields,
For the second term it is then necessary to bound
If l(x) is bounded, again combining the bounded differences inequality and bounds for Radamacher sums lead to
This yields,
Actually, the bounds in section 2.5 follow from bounding the Radamacher sums in that case by R n (m, k) ≤ CT r(R n,P k ), for a certain constant C, using Lemma 2.4.4 (which follows from a functional exponential inequality proved in [5] ) and choosing adequate terms L k,m in order to assure converge of the sum. Hence, it would seem that equation (19) does not add any interesting information to what has already been discussed. However, the more general setting is important because (in the bounded case) allows us to pass from Radamacher sums to V-C dimensions (see again [4] for a general discussion) which allows us in turn to consider more general solution spaces (than a numerable union of target model spaces S m and a numerable collection of target probabilities). Bounds in this case would be
where V is the V-C dimension of the class of functions S 0 . In practice a reasonable alternative is estimating the overall error by cross-validation or leave one out techniques and then choose m minimizing the error for successive essays of probabilitŷ p. Recall, in the procedure of section 2.5, labels are not required to obtainp. Of course this requires a stock of "extra" labels, which might not be affordable in the active learning setting. However, many applications suggest thatp (or a threshold version ofp which eliminates points with sampling probabilityp i ≤ η a certain small constant) helps finding "good" or informative subsets, over which model selection may be performed. Other intermediate versions of error bounding include using empirical versions of the V-C dimension. Empirical error minimization is specially useful for applications where what is required is a subset of very informative sample points, as for example when deciding what points get extra labels (new laboratory runs, for example) given a first set of complete labels is available.
Iterative procedure: updating the sampling probabilities
A major drawback of the batch procedure is the appearance of p min in the denominator of error bounds, since typically p min must be small in order for the estimation procedure to be effective. Indeed, since the expected number of effective samples is given by n s := E ( i p i ), small values of p i are required in order to gain in sample efficiency.
A closer look at the proofs shows it is necessary to improve on the bounds of expressions such as 1 n
Thus, it seems like a reasonable alternative to consider iterative procedures for which at time j p j (i) ∼ max x,x ′ ∈Sj |x(t i ) − x ′ (t i )| with S j the current hypothesis space. In what follows we develop this strategy, adapting the results of [2] from the classification to the regression problem. Although we continue to work in the setting of model selection over bounded subsets of linearly spanned spaces, results can be readily extended to other frameworks such as additive models or kernel models. Once again, we will require certain additional restrictions associated to the uniform approximation of x 0 over the target model space.
More precisely. We start with an initial model set S(= S m0 ) and set x * to be the overall minimizer of the loss function L(x) over S. Assume additionally
and L(x) be as in section 2.5. For the iterative procedure introduce the notation
In the setting of Section 2 for each 0 ≤ j ≤ n, S j will be the linear space spanned by the collection {φ ℓ } ℓ∈Ij with |I j | = d j .
In order to bound the fluctuations of the initial step in the iterative procedure we consider the quantities defined in equations (5) and (7) for r = γ = 2. That is,
As discussed in section 2.4, ∆ 0 requires some initial guess of x 0 − x m0 2 n,q . Since this is not available, we consider the upper bound B 2 . Of course this will possibly slow down the initial convergence as ∆ 0 might be too big, but will not affect the overall algorithm. Also remark we do not consider the weighting sequence L k of equation (7) because the sampling probability is assumed fixed.
Next set B j = sup x,x ′ ∈Sj−1 max t∈{t1,...,tn} |x(t) − x ′ (t)| and define
The iterative procedure is stated as follows:
1. For j = 0:
• Choose (randomly) an initial sample of size n 0 , M 0 = {t i1 , . . . , t in 0 }.
• Letx 0 be the chosen solution by minimization of L 0 (x) (or possibly a weighted version of this loss function).
• Select (randomly) a sample candidate point
and generate w j ∼ Ber(p j ). If w j = 0, set j = j + 1 and go to (2) to choose a new sample candidate. If w j = 1 sample y tj and continue.
•
• Set j = j + 1 and go to (2) to choose a new sample candidate.
Remark, that such as it is stated, the procedure can continue only up until time n (when there are no more points to sample). If the process is stopped at time T < n the term log(n(n + 1)) can be replaced by log(T (T + 1)).
Also, instead of the term 4 4 (dj+1) log n n0+j
in the second line of the definition of ∆ j , we could have used 4R j , the associated Radamacher sum. Recall the Radamacher sum over the class S j−1 is given by
As discussed in section 2.6, R j ≤ R 0 ≤ 2 log(n)VS n , where V S is the V-C dimension of the class of functions F = {f = (x − x 0 ) 2 , x ∈ S}. The quantity 2(d j + 1) in the definition of ∆ j is obtained by using well known properties of the V-C dimension, using x 2 is a convex function and d j + 1 is the V-C dimension of the linear space S ′ j = S j − x 0 , to obtain the stated weight. We have the following result, in the spirit of Theorem 2 in [2] .
. Set δ > 0. Then, with probability at least 1 − δ for any j ≤ n
An important issue is related to the initial choice of m 0 and n 0 . As the overall precision of the algorithm is determined by L(x * ), it is important to select a sufficiently complex initial model collection. However, if d m0 >> n 0 then ∆ 0 can be big and p j ∼ 1 for the first samples, which leads to a more inefficient sampling scheme.
Proof of Theorem 3.0.1: the proof is based on the following preliminary Lemma.
Lemma 3.0.2. For any δ > 0, with probability at least 1 − δ, for all j ≤ n and all x, x ′ ∈ S j−1
Set δ > 0 so from lemma 3.0.2
holds for all 0 ≤ j ≤ n, x, x ′ ∈ S (j−1)∨0 with probability at least 1−δ. Hence, for any x, x ′ ∈ S j−1 ,
On the other hand, over the chosen event with probability greater than 1 − δ, by the choice of ∆ 0 and the results in section 2.4, x * ∈ S 0 from the definition of S 0 . We shall now prove by induction that over the stated event x * ∈ S j for 1 ≤ j ≤ n. Assume x * ∈ S j−2 . By lemma 3.0.2,
so that x * ∈ S j−1 , which ends the proof by induction. Whence, for all 1
, which ends the proof of the Theorem. Proof of lemma 3.0.2: For fixed j and any x, x ′ ∈ S j−1 we have
, so that z i ∞ ≤ 2QB j (2B j ∧ 1) and I j satisfies the bounded difference inequality with c 2 = 4Q 2 B 2 j (2B j ∧ 1) 2 . By equation (19) in section 2.6 we have P (I j > log(4(n 0 + j)(n 0 + j + 1)/δ) 16B 2 j (2B j ∧ 1) 2 Q 2 n 0 + j + 4 4 (d j + 1) log n n 0 + j ) ≤ P (I j > log(4(n 0 + j)(n 0 + j + 1)/δ) 16B 2 j (2B j ∧ 1) 2 Q 2 n 0 + j + 4E (R j )) ≤ δ/2((n 0 + j)(n 0 + j + 1)).
Next we deal with II j . Set u(t) = wi(x−x ′ )(t) pi Summing over j ends the proof.
Effective sample size
For any sampling scheme the expected number of effective samples is, as already mentioned, E ( i p i ). Whenever the sampling policy is fixed, this sum is not random and effective reduction of the sample size will depend on how small sampling probabilities are. However, this will increase the error bounds as a consequence of the factor 1/p min . The iterative procedure allows a closer control of both aspects and under suitable conditions will be of order j (L(x * ) + ∆ j ), as we will prove below establishing appropriate bounds over the random sequence p j . Recall from the definition of the iterative procedure we have p j (i) ∼ max x,x ′ ∈Sj |x(t i ) − x ′ (t i )|, whence the expected number of effective samples is of the order of j max x,x ′ ∈Sj |x(t i ) − x ′ (t i )|. It is then necessary to control sup x,x ′ ∈Sj−1 |(x − x ′ )(t i )| in terms of the (quadratic) empirical loss function L j . For this we must introduce some notation and results relating the supremum and L 2 norms ( We have the following result Lemma 3.1.3. Letx j be the sequence of iterative approximations to x * and p t (j) be the sampling probabilities in each step of the iteration, j = 1, . . . , T . Then, the effective number of samples, that is, the expectation of the required samples n s = E where τ = ( √ 17 + 1)/4. For the second part of the lemma we want to bound in probability 1 nΛA (A T A − E (A t A)) ρ . The proof then follows directly from the first part of the lemma using the Markov inequality.
